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Analytic

Google LLC, USA

Cookies are installed to map
out the surfing behaviour of
visitors and thereby improve
the visitor’s experience. We
have made these cookies
privacy friendly. This means
that we have:
- signed a processor’s
agreement with Google
- only provided Google with
masked IP addresses
- not provided Google with any
other data
- not permitted Google to
share this data with other
Google services.
Ensures that Google Tag
Manager scripts can be
loaded. Some scripts can
contain essential scripts for
the functioning of the
website.

Https
cookie

Maximum 2 years

Https
cookie

Session

DoubleClick cookies are used
to record website activity and
record the visitor’s clicks after
viewing advertisements. The
aim here is to measure the
effectiveness and targeting.
Cookies record a unique ID
that is used by Google to
update statistics regarding
how visitors use YouTube
videos over various
websites. GPS: records the
unique ID of mobile devices so
they can be tracked using
geographical GPS locations.
First Party cookies with
functional aims; necessary for
ensuring that the website
functions; it makes it possible
to navigate through the
website and use the functions
on the website.
We use this service for
updating and obtaining
reports about how visitors use
the website. Cookies collect
browser information and can
produce so-called heat maps
that can indicate the
movements made by the
mouse of the website visitor.
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Maximum 1 year

Https
cookie

Maximum 6
months

Https
cookie

Maximum 1 year

Https
cookie

Maximum 1 year
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